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Going to a hairstylist before every special occasion can be both costly and time-consuming. It’ Some have
jewel or flower adornments, while some feature braids, twists, and hair weaves. Here are 100 traditional,
salon-quality styles that any nonprofessional are designed for, all shown with full-color photographs that
detail every step, as well as information on essential items and basic techniques.dos” There are &#147; for
any length, disposition, and event, from a particular date at the hottest club to the fanciest wedding
ceremony. Select from elegant chignons, waterfalls of curls that cascade down your back again, or loose,
playful tendrils that framework the face.s a lot more convenient, and very easy, to create the perfect
hairstyle right at home! Every look is definitely beautiful and unique.
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It depends on how old you are... When I ordered this reserve, I wanted something that would present
styles a person could complete alone with out a trained professional and a barrage of styling tools and
implements. Many were appropriate for 14 or 15 12 months olds going to a springtime or winter
dance.The book offers 62 styles (not 100) that are quite varied. This book wasn't even expensive so if you
are looking for new suggestions. You have to think about which kind of styles you want to do & Two
Stars A few of the hairdos are beautiful. Some were punk rock/reminiscent of individuals in the film Blade
Runner. I examine a whole lot of great testimonials and decided to get it. I was also wishing that the
reserve, whose description stated it demonstrated over 100 styles, could have some options for all those
with shorter (above the shoulder) hair.There were just a few styles that could be applied as proven to
short hair. A lot of the models have hair that goes well beyond their shoulders. As a specialist stylist, I
prefer to look at pictures instead of reading lengthy directions. I have no idea what sort of person would
do some of the styles on their own and yet that's what's implied by the publication. These are meant to be
looks that can be done without heading to a specialist salon. The publication does say that it might be
helpful to grab a friend to greatly help with some styles/test a style out. That would be good advice to
heed for a few of these designs. I would learn these basics, after that hit Youtube and start to see the
variants for ponytail models to get innovative with it.So why the four stars? Here are my reasons:1) Tips,
tricks and techniques - Even though many styles might not be age or occasion suitable, there are
components of most of the 62 styles presented that could provide inspiration for all those readers wanting
to create something of their own. I was looking for elegant and/or professional designs. While the elegant
styles seem to be oriented to people that have long hair, elements of the style could possibly be
transferred to a shorter hair style. If anyone knows of a book for self hair styling, please i want to know. I
think he's a little limited on delivery. The photos help demonstrate the step-by-step character of achieving
aspects of the style presented. very disappointed I bought this searching for a formal updo I could use as a
bridesmaid. I looked through the entire thing twice- and just found one hairstyle I enjoyed. I tried to
accomplish it, and got most method through the thing OK- one of the last steps had not been easy. I'm
not going to use this publication at all. a few workable styles I purchased this publication to dietary
supplement my updo knowledge. Most I find are great for all special occasions.this is actually the book.
you can't run until you walk, and you could take the basics from this book and make use of your own
imagination to expand your foundation.not for me! Challenging First I'd like to say that the photos look
gorgeous and step-by stage instructions are easy to comprehend.Anyway, the publication is only useful if
you actually like the hairstyles, and I just didn't. A few of the styles are very stage oriented and require
numerous tail combs (there is one style that got at least 6 combs keeping parts in place). It's only a matter
of period until it hits right here again. He specializes in ponytail models, which really is a staple of our
work. As noted above, there are various hair techniques that may be valuable to someone trying to make
their own style. Several are outdated, as additional reviews have described.Others have mentioned about
visible pins, but if you are just getting started with updos, wouldn't you would like to observe how and
where we place them? I thought a lot of them were very '90's', with straight pieces of hair sticking out
everywhere, and MANY of these used rubber bands (ick) and very visible bobby pins (ick). But there are
some good basic techniques illustrated. That makes all the difference.I do have to mention that the
rubberband updos, while appearing outdated to us, are coming back strong in Europe. I have found that
the European updos are vastly unique of ours, and they're actually working the braids and rubberbands
today.the pictures are very clear, and I found about 6 to 8 8 usable styles all said. You know the word
"everything old is fresh again". Who thought roller models and pincurls would come back?So in review, it
is a good base for updos if you are just getting started. In non-e of the photos may be the model carrying
out her own hair. Didn't see anything "elegant" concerning this book. It's usually difficult to find the right
book for the right person. I was disappointed in having less variation. Most of the designs are weird and



not something that I would actually wear to any kind of of event or occasion. There are some neat ideas
and maybe a few points that you could put your personal spin on to make elegant. Certainly not the
reserve I wanted! good basic techniques; Today, the challenge is that for nearly all designs you will need
another person who do it you. Maybe I didn't understand it right, before I purchased this book, but I was
beneath the impression that those designs could possibly be performed on yourself, on your own. It was
in great condition. how much time you'll have to put into it. Practice will make it perfect later. The rest
would require another person.2) The photos - The step by step photos have become helpful. Good
Beginning Before I got this book I read the majority of the critiques to get a concept of what type of
hairstyles it has. If its something I'm looking for. A few might have been new designs for Princess Leia
out of Star Wars. I guess it depends on what kind of hairstyles you are interested in. If you are over the
age of 18, I'm not so sure 10 of the 62 as proven would make the lower for those purposes. From the
complete book I've found no more than 2-3 updos that I could perform on myself, as I did so, with
relative success. Individually for me as a new hairstylist, I discovered a whole lot of styles I could do on
other folks & probably some I can do on myself. Nevertheless, I have to agree with some of the other
testimonials I've find out about some styles being outdated or something for 16 years old and under.
There are a few like this. It's a matter of opinion, yes, but there's also too many 'out there' hairstyles and
too little variety. How many will be appropriate for the office or a wedding ceremony?..I found the
majority of the hair styles to be very similar. I received it rapidly as well. That's what I was looking for
since I am tired to wear my hair in ponytail pretty much all the time. Can't wait around to to use it! Easy
to follow directions Great book and lots of hairstyles that can be done! Five Stars Very long time to
shipping but great! I found a lot of the styles to be strange. On others you csn discover every pin and
partings lacks polish. Or editing. One Star old styles Five Stars easy to follow instructions Five Stars great
Three Stars Great
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